
A BIOGRAPHY AND LIFE WORK OF BRUCE LEE A CHINESE BORN

AMERICAN ACTOR AND MARTIAL ARTIST

Lee Jun-fan known professionally as Bruce Lee (Chinese: æ•Žå°•é¾•), was a Hong Kong-American actor, director,
martial artist, martial arts instructor, and philosopher. He was the founder of Jeet Kune Do, a hybrid martial arts
philosophy Bruce Lee was born on November 27, , in the Chinese Hospital, in Chinatown, San.

Legend has i that he came up with the concept for Kung Fu and was going to star in it. He used traditional
bodybuilding techniques to build some muscle mass, not overdone as that could decrease speed or flexibility.
To me, the function and duty of a quality human being is the sincere and honest development of one's
potential. In his first and only meeting with Enter the Dragon composer Lalo Schifrin , Bruce told him that he
often trains to the Mission: Impossible theme. February , died February 8, was a popular stage actor and died 8
days after Brandon Lee was born. Having finished his initial two-year contract, Lee negotiated a new deal with
Golden Harvest. However, the cobbled-together film contained only fifteen minutes of actual footage of Lee
he had printed many unsuccessful takes [83] while the rest had a Lee look-alike, Kim Tai Chung , and Yuen
Biao as stunt double. Without retracting his right arm, Lee then forcibly delivered the punch to volunteer Bob
Baker while largely maintaining his posture, sending Baker backwards and falling into a chair said to be
placed behind Baker to prevent injury, though Baker's momentum soon caused him to fall to the floor. He then
threw a straight punch directly at Moore's face, and stopped before impact. With this further exposure of his
talents, Bruce then scored several guest appearances as a martial arts instructor to blind private eye James
Franciscus on the TV series Longstreet  She mentioned "Lee's poems are, by American standards, rather
dark--reflecting the deeper, less exposed recesses of the human psyche". When Elvis Presley 's and Ed Parker
's unfinished martial arts film "New Gladiators" was found in , there was 20 minutes of Lee's demonstration at
a martial arts display in the mid-'60s found along with it. By that time, Lee had opened his own martial-arts
school in Seattle. Some sources claim he also had a brother James who died of Black Lung in but James
Yimm Lee was in fact his training partner and not his brother. The show lasted only one season of 26
episodes, from September to March  Ever since The Big Boss there seems to be a wave, a hot wave in fact, of
finding "another Bruce Lee" among all types of people, particularly martial artists. His style is no style. Is it
that simple to become a star? Salary 4. Bruce was later beaten up by a street gang, which inspired him to take
up martial arts training under the tutelage of "Sifu Yip Man" who schooled Bruce in wing chun kung fu for a
period of approximately five years. Lee, Bruce. Action Hero Lee gained a measure of celebrity with his role in
the television series The Green Hornet, which aired in 26 episodes from to ' After Lee was involved in several
street fights, his parents decided that he needed to be trained in the martial arts. The show was cancelled after
one season, but fans would long remember Lee's role. Lee Hoi-chuen had been touring the United States for
many years and performing at numerous Chinese communities there. When Lee did not come for dinner,
Chow came to the apartment, but he was unable to wake Lee up. Suffering from seizures and headaches, he
was immediately rushed to Hong Kong Baptist Hospital , where doctors diagnosed cerebral edema. On
November 27, , the Lees had another son.


